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Comments summary

Dear Sir/Madam,

Licensing Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is provided below.

Comments were submitted at 09/11/2023 5:44 PM from .

Application Summary
Address: Hilltop Commercial Centre Houghley Lane Bramley Leeds LS13 2DN

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Charlotte Deighton

Click for further information

Customer Details
Name:

Email:

Address:

Comments Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Reasons for comment:

Comments: 09/11/2023 5:44 PM I object to this licence to be granted for the reason of
pollution and safety.

as a local resident we often have discarded rubbish, plastic and other debris
from the nearby commercial units blowing over in to garden and other
neighbours gardens. the adding of another site to sell alcohol which is usually
packed in plastics, wraps and cardboard could become loose and contaminate
the environment. We often litter pick fabrics and packaging from the nearby
businesses within the Hilltop centre. 

I haven't seen any advertisement of this place applying to sell alcohol and I often
walk the dog up and down the road. I'm surprised this has gone unnoticed for a
great deal of time as I would suspect other people would have made comments
toward the licence. traffic which will increase around the small, dark narrow
bends of houghley lane would add additional public safe issues as cars and
trucks to and from the factories often speed up and down. we do not need more
of this especially with young children around. 

how many business need to sell alcohol in Leeds? is it something else we need
in the area. We have an Aldi that sells low price alcohol and every other shop or
service sell alcohol when will enough be enough? 

 please take my
comments in to consideration. 
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